Molecular dynamics simulations are combined with a model for predicting the perturbed infrared spectrum of SF, in rare gas clusters and used to generate synthetic spectra for a range of cluster isomers and effective temperatures. It is shown that the perturbed infrared spectrum of a vibrationally degenerate chromophore solvated in a cluster can be an incisive tool for determining the number, arrangement, and dynamical state of the solvent particles surrounding the chromophore. The simulations described herein also draw attention to a kind of melting behavior in which the time scale of the "measurement" directly affects the perception of whether the system is liquidlike or solidlike.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen ever increasing experimental'-" and theoretical'0"8 attention paid to inhomogeneous van der Waals clusters formed from a single spectroscopically active chromophore molecule and a number of rare gas atoms. Such systems are interesting because of the expectation that the spectrum of the chromophore will be sensitive to the structural and dynamical properties of the cluster. In view of the considerable current interest in melting and "phase coexistence" behavior in van der Waals clusters,**'@" the availability of a microscopic probe of cluster behavior is a matter of considerable importance. However, for it to be really useful, we must have a clear and quantitative understanding of the relationship between the nature of the spectra and the character of the cluster.
The most relevant experimental studies in this area may be divided into two groups: those based on electronic spectra of size-selected clusters formed around an aromatic chromophore,Z~3~8-11 and those based on infrared spectra of non-sizeselected clusters. "" For the former, Hahn and Whetten reported a particularly intriguing study of size-selected clusters of benzene solvated in Ar.* In particular, for (benzene),-(Ar).
clusters with n = 16-22, they observed a splitting of the 6: photoionization transition of benzene into a sharp doublet (FWHM z 5 cm -' ), which they attribute to solidlike structures, and a broad component (FWHM z 30 cm -' ) with a smaller red shift, which they associate with liquidlike structures. The presence of both components in a single spectrum was then taken as evidence for Berry's1gP20 "phase coexistence." However, this interpretation relies heavily on the simple notion that a spectrum will be relatively broad in a liquidlike phase, and on the assumption that the two components of the spectrum correspond to clusters with the same average energy or effective temperature. An alternate explanation has been proposed by Adams and Stratt, 16 who argue that if the benzene lies on the surface of a solidlike cluster, a heterogeneous broadening associated with a variety of possible surface sites could explain both the different red shifts and the relative widths of the two components. Moreover, BBsiger and Leutwyler" argue that the substantial internal energy present in the excited clusters of Hahn and Whetten precludes a detailed dynamical explanation for their data. In any case, this discussion clearly shows the need for a quantitative understanding of the relationship between the perturbed chromophore spectrum and the structure and dynamical state of the cluster. ' In extensive resonant two-photon ionization studies of the S, -So band origin of carbazole in size-selected (carbazole) ,-(Ar), clusters, BBsiger and Leutwyler"*" found a wealth of size-dependent effects that they attributed to structural differences and to various types of order-disorder transitions. Their interpretations were facilitated by qualitative arguments based on a model for predicting the dependence of the electronic band shift on the cluster size, on the (chromophore)- (perturber) separation, and on the identity of the solvent species. 21 However, as in the Adams and Stratt16 study of (benzene) ,-(AI-) n, they reported no detailed correlations between the nature of the spectra and particular cluster structures or dynamical behavior.
In the infrared region, the most extensive studies to date are those that Gough and Stoles and co-workers"6 have performed for systems such as SF,-( Ar) II, SiF,( Ar) R, and CF,Cl-( Ar ) n. Unfortunately, interpretation of the existing data has been hampered by the absence of size selection in those experiments. Although careful consideration of expansion conditions and comparisons with other work have allowed an average cluster size to be assigned to each spectrum, all are associated with distributions of cluster sizes. This ambiguity is compounded by uncertainty regarding the effective temperature or average cluster energy, a problem that also afflicts the results for clusters formed with aromatic chromophores.
In spite of the limitations mentioned above, the development13 of a quantitative means of predicting how a degenerate vibrational band of a "solute" molecule is perturbed by neighboring solvent particles makes infrared spectroscopy a particularly promising means of probing inhomogeneous clusters. This method has been combined with Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations of SF,-(Ar), and SiF,-(Ar), systems,12-15*17 and used to predict how their spectra depend on cluster size and solute position. Although those studies either focused attention on relatively hot ( T>, 30 K) fluidlike clusters, or examined only the behavior of the average frequency shift, rather than that of the spectrum as a whole, the average frequency shift proved to be a very useful probe of cluster behavior. For example, "spontaneous reversing dynamical isomerization" between liquidlike and solidlike forms of a given species was first identified through the abrupt changes in the predicted average frequency shift during a molecular dynamics simulation.'4 However, the effects of cluster isomerization or "melting" on the overall spectra have not been examined in any detail.
The object of the present work is to illustrate the wealth of information contained in the infrared spectra of size-selected chromophore-doped clusters. In particular, we will see that different isomers of a single species can give rise to markedly different spectra, and we will examine the effect on those spectra of increasing the energy of the cluster until it undergoes a melting transition. The systems considered here are members of the SF,(Ar), family. They were chosen both because they are of current experimental interest,5v6 and because the availability of accurate pair potentials for the component species encourages and facilitates theoretical studies of them.'2-'5*22 intramolecular degrees of freedom is available for very few systems. However, for both pola?3 and nonpolar'3 chromophores, the dominant stretching-dependent component of the intermolecular potential has been identified, and a quantitative model developed for predicting the associated infrared frequency shifts. The present paper focuses on the case of the nonpolar chromophore SF,, and illustrates the considerable advantages obtained when the vibrational mode under scrutiny is degenerate.
In recent work, Chartrand et a1.22 determined the structures and energies of a number of the most important isomers of SF,-(Rg),, for Rg = Ar and Kr and n = 2-21. The present paper presents simulated low-temperature infrared spectra of a number of these species and demonstrates how distinctive such spectra can be. It also examines both how such spectra change when the clusters undergo "melting," and how the time dependence of the frequency shifts calculated during a simulation can provide signatures for isomerization and/or changes in characteristic dynamical behavior.
In the following, we first summarize key features of the model used for predicting the perturbation of the 'v3 band of SF, by the Ar atoms in the cluster. We then describe how the molecular dynamics simulations underlying this study were performed, and review how the dynamical state of such species may be determined. In Sec. III we present simulated spectra of low-temperature clusters for a broad range of cluster sizes, and shows some of the remarkable changes in them that can be associated with isomerization. In the final section we then illustrate how the predicted spectra of these mixed clusters are affected by temperature changes and the melting transition.
Because of its symmetry, an SF, molecule at equilibrium has no dipole moment, and as for any vibrational mode governed by a symmetric potential, the average of its dipole moment remains zero for all vibrational levels. However, when the molecule is displaced from equilibrium during the vibrational cycle of an infrared-active mode, an instantaneous electric dipole arises that induces dipoles in the surrounding "solvent" particles, giving rise to dipole-induced dipole interaction energies. The average magnitude of this dipole, and hence the strength of the corresponding interaction, will grow as the amplitude of the vibrational motion increases with vibrational excitation. The differences between the magnitudes of this interaction for different vibrational levels then gives rise to vibrational frequency shifts. For the v3 band of SF,, it was shown in Ref. 13 that this interaction makes the dominant contribution to the infrared "solvent shift" for an SF, molecule surrounded by Ar atom perturbers. Without further argument, the instantaneous dipole-induce dipole model of Ref. 13 is therefore used for generating the predicted spectra described below.
The expressions for the perturbed energy levels arising from the above mechanism depend on a first order perturbation theory treatment of the quadratic intramolecular stretching dependence of the intermolecular interaction. The v3 band is associated with motion of the S atom along the x, y, or z directions, and is triply degenerate for the free molecule. However, perturbation of the molecule by neighboring "solvent" particles generally lifts this degeneracy, as well as causing net shifts to lower frequency, which increase in magnitude with increasing cluster size.13 We shall see below that the nature of this perturbed spectrum is very sensitive to the local arrangement of the solvent atoms in contact with the chromophore.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Predicting the infrared spectrum The changes in a molecule's characteristic transition frequencies caused by its surroundings reflect the fact that the strength of the perturbation by its neighbors depends on its internal state. For infrared transitions, where the initial and final states differ only in the degree of vibrational excitation, this occurs because the interaction potential between the chromophore and its surroundings depends on the intramolecular vibrational stretching coordinate. A detailed knowledge of how such intermolecular potentials depend on In the present work, the overall spectrum associated with a given simulation was obtained by calculating the perturbed transition frequencies every 200 time steps during a long molecular dynamics trajectory. Each such calculation gives three frequencies, one for each component of the V~ band. Their values are given equal weight and stored in "bins" corresponding to frequency intervals of width 0.01 cm-'. The resulting histogram of Av, shifts, composed of ca. lo5 points and normalized to unit area, then comprises our prediction of the perturbed spectrum of the SF, molecule under the conditions associated with that trajectory.
In addition to examining the resulting overall spectrum, it is sometimes also useful to monitor the behavior of the average frequency of the three band components, denoted KS, and the difference between the frequencies of the most widely separated band components, S( AQ, as functions of time during the simulation. The average of the former prop-J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 95, No. 9,1 November 1991 erty over the full molecular dynamics trajectory, denoted ( h'VJ, is then used as a measure of the overall frequency shift associated with a given simulation.
6. The molecular dynamics simulations Molecular dynamics simulations are used both to characterize the dynamical behavior of the system of interest as solidlike vs liquidlike, and to generate averages of the spectrum and other properties. The present simulations were performed using a program written by Shelley, 14 in which the classical equations of motion are initialized with four steps of Runge-Kutta integration and propagated using a fourth-order Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector algorithm.24 The integration timestep of 2.5 X lo-l5 s sufficed to ensure typical energy conservation of one part in lo5 in a 6 x 10' time step ( 1.5 X 10m9 s) simulation run. For a given initial configuration, initial momenta for each particle in the cluster are generated using the box-Muller method,25 which yields a random distribution of momenta consistent with the selected effective temperature. The center-of-mass position and velocity are then subtracted from the values for the individual particles, and the overall angular momentum of the cluster set equal to zero at the beginning of each run.
As in our earlier work on these systems, the overall potential energy surface for a cluster is approximated by a pairwise sum over all distinct atom-atom and atom-molecule interactions. The Ar-Ar pair potential was represented by the HFD-B2 function of Aziz and Slaman, and the Ar-SF6 interaction by the full anisotropic potential function of Pack et aL2 ' The cluster configurations assumed at the beginning of our initial runs were based on the minimum-energy SF,-(Ar), structures determined by Chartrand et aZ.22 They found that for the smaller clusters, the ground-state isomers consist of a monolayer of Ar atoms wrapped around the SF, molecule, but that as n increased, multilayered "stacked" structures in which the Ar atoms are piled up on one face of an incompletely covered SF, substrate molecule become increasingly important. In the following discussion, the isomers are identified using the labels given by Chartrand et a1.22 and the energies of the different isomers for a given cluster size are expressed relative to that of its groundstate structure (labeled "GS") in units of the Ar-Ar well depthz6 (E = 12.342 meV). The higher-temperature runs were started either from the equilibrium structure for that isomer or from the final configuration achieved at the end of a previous lower-temperature run.
Although our molecular dynamics simulations are performed at constant total energy, energy equipartition arguments allow one to associate an effective cluster temperature with the average value of the total system kinetic energy along that trajectory (Eli, ). Since the SF, is treated as a nonspherical rigid nonlinear particle, the appropriate relationship is
where k, is Boltzmann's constant. As temperature is a more intuitively familiar variable than the total system energy, all of the results reported herein are characterized by the value of T generated from Eq. ( 1) . In order to generate results associated with a prespecified temperature, a series of preliminary averaging and scaling steps were performed at the beginning of each simulation run. This procedure also ensured that the system was relaxed so that memory of the particular starting configuration would have minimal effects on the results. The procedure works as follows: (i) for a given initial configuration, a random set of initial momenta are selected from a distribution consistent with the desired effective temperature; (ii) the simulation would then be run for lo4 time steps (25 X 10 -I2 s) and the associated average kinetic energy used to generated an apparent effective temperature from Eq. ( 1) ; (iii) the momenta (and angular momentum of the SF,) of all particles would be scaled to remove the difference between this short-time apparent temperature and the desired value; and (iv) steps (ii) and (iii) would then be iteratively repeated until three successive values of the short-time-average apparent temperature agree with each other and with the preselected desired simulation temperature, to within a chosen convergence criterion. When the condition of step (iv) was satisfied, data accumulation commenced and the continuation of the simulation would comprise the actual run. In general, the short-time-average temperature convergence criterion was set at 2 K, and for a given cluster size, the root mean square deviations between the effective temperatures associated with the completed runs and the prespecified values were usually less than 0.7 K, with the maximum such discrepancy being 1.5 K. All of the results reported below were based on runs with a sampling time of 15 ns ( 15 X lo-' s), or 6 X lo6 time steps. For the largest clusters considered here, SF,-(Ar),,, such runs required ca. 24 CPU hours on one of the four CPU's of our Silicon Graphics 4D340 computer.
In the present work, the quantity used to characterize the dynamical behavior of the cluster as being liquidlike or solidlike was the relative root mean square bond length fluctuation, which is defined as
Here, (p) is the average value of property p over the full trajectory, and rii the instantaneous separation between particles i and j, while the summation and the factor n ( n -1) /2 average over all distinct pairs of particles in the cluster. Previous studies have shown that a sharp increase in S through a value around 0.1 over a narrow range of effective temperature may be associated with cluster melting.'2~'4~'5~'9~20 This is known as the "Lindemann criterion," and was originally devised to describe melting in bulk systems.28*29 It was shown in Ref.
14 that inhomogeneous clusters of the type considered here undergo two distinctly different types of melting behavior. The first is "two-dimensional" melting, in which the Ar atoms packed in a layer wrapped (partly) around the SF, molecule become free to rearrange among themselves within the layer, and the second is full three-dimensional melting associated with facile motion of the Ar atoms relative to the SF,. As a result, two different values of S are considered below: SAreAr, which characterizes the fluctuations in the Ar-Ar bond lengths and signals the occurrence of two-dimensional melting; and SA,-sF6, which averages over fluctuations of the various ArSF, distances and characterizes the onset of three-dimensional melting. The values of these parameters will be used to identify the dynamical state of the cluster whose spectra are shown below.
of n = l-3 indicates how its intensity had to be scaled to fit it on the diagram. For n < 17, these simulations typically yield aAArmAr values smaller than 0.04, which indicates that the associated clusters are definitely solidlike. In contrast, the corresponding aAAr-Ar values for clusters containing 18-20 Ar atoms are greater than 0.15, which indicates (according to the Lindemann criterion) that they are liquidlike. However, in view of the relatively narrow spectral peaks found for the latter species, it seems clear that "melting" does not have a very pronounced effect on their spectrum.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Spectra of the lowest-energy fully-solvated cluster isomers
In previous work, Eichenauer and Le Roy combined the frequency shift and potential energy models described above, and used Monte Carlo averaging over an ensemble of cluster structures to generate predicted spectra for SF,-(At-) n clusters with n = l-1 8 at 30 and 50 K, and for selected cluster sizes up to n = 100 at 50 K.13 At that time, however, it was not appreciated that 30 K is far above the temperatures (of 3-20 K) for two-dimensional melting of the Ar atoms within a monolayer on the surface of the SF,, and very close to those for full three-dimensional melting of those clusters (30-40) . '4,1s,30 The spectra seen in Fig. 1 show the expected monotonic increase in the magnitude of the average frequency shift with the number of perturber atoms, However, they also show a much richer range of spectral behavior than was evident in the earlier studies. 13." In particular, the v3 band is generally split into three distinct components, and the pattern of the resulting triplet has a much less regular dependence on cluster size than was evident in the earlier work. Moreover, for small n (particularly n = l-4)) the different components of the vibrational triplet are clearly broadened to very different degrees by the heterogeneous or "thermal" averaging associated with motion along the trajectory.
More recently, Perera and Amar combined this same frequency-shift model with a potential energy surface in which both the Ar-Ar and Ar-SF, interactions were approximated by simple isotropic Lennard-Jones( 126) functions, and used averages over molecular dynamics trajectories to generate synthetic spectra for T = 35 K." In spite of the rather different potential energy functions used, their spectra are qualitatively very similar to those obtained by Eichenauer and Le Roy for T = 30 K. This should not be surprising, since at 30-35 K the Ar atoms can freely rearrange on the surface of the SF,, so effects due to the anisotropy of the Ar-SF, potential function should largely be averaged out. However, more significant differences may be expected for solidlike clusters.
Recent experimental studies by Stoles and coworkers5*6 have involved SF,-( Ar) n clusters with n values in the range lo '-104 . For clusters that large, the melting temperatures should begin to approach the =: 80 K associated with macroscopic samples of solid Ar. At the temperatures of 30-40 K commonly associated with clusters formed in molecular beam experiments, such large clusters may therefore be expected to be frozen solid. For this reason, it seems very relevant to examine the simulated spectra at temperatures where no solvent atom rearrangements occur during the course of the simulation.
In the earlier work, approximate treatments based on either a semi-infinite continuum model for the perturbers'3 or an isotropic sphere approximation for the Ar-SF, interaction'* concluded that the perturbed spectrum would be split into a singly degenerate "parallel" band component and a doubly degenerate "perpendicular" one. Both those studies concluded that for n 5 9, the point at which the surface of the SF, becomes approximately half-covered by Ar atoms, the doubly degenerate (and hence twice as intense ) perpendicular component of the band has the smaller frequency shift, while for n > 9 the ordering is reversed. However, Fig. 1 shows that no such simple generalization applies to solidlike clusters characterized by the real anisotropic Ar-SF, pair potential. In particular, the spectra often consist of clearly resolved triplets, rather than simple doublets, and when the latter do appear, the relative displacement of the doubleintensity "perpendicular" component does not vary monotonically with the degree of coverage.
Molecular dynamics simulations at total energies associated with an effective temperature of 6 K have been used to generated synthetic spectra for the lowest-energy monolayer (or fully solvated) isomer of SF,-( Ar) n clusters, for n = l-20. The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 1 , together with the isomer structures determined by Chartrand et ai.** The spectral intensities are in arbitrary units, scaled to yield an integrated band intensity of unity; the numerical factor appearing beside the narrow highest-frequency peak for each These results have a direct bearing on the interpretation of some of the very interesting new result obtained by Goyal et al6 for the perturbed spectrum of the V~ band of SF, in very large Ar clusters. One feature of their spectra, obtained under a wide range of source conditions, is a doublet with one component twice as intense as and lying ca. 1.5 cm-' to the red of the other, with an average shift (ca. -6.4 cm-') some two-thirds the size of that for an SF, molecule in an Ar matrix. Using the perturber continuum model of Ref. 13, they interpret this as being associated with chromophore sites at the surface of the cluster in which the SF, molecule is largely, though not completely, covered by Ar atoms. The present results suggest that this pattern is most likely associated with sites in which there are either 8 or 13 atoms in immediate contact with the SF,. While the sizes of both the splitting and the average shift seem more commensurate with the n = 13 site, the structural studies of Ref. 22 found the 8A structure to be a particularly stable arrangement of first-layer solvent atoms, which formed the basis for a wide range of stacked or "nonwetting" structures. In any case, it is clear that for solidlike clusters, the anisotropy of the real intermolecular potential causes the spectra to be much more sensitive to the details of cluster structure than was evident heretofore.
B. Effects of lsomerization and temperature on cluster spectra
Chartrand et aI.** have identified and reported the energies, structures, and average v3 band frequency shifts (at 0 K) of the most important low-energy isomers of SF,-( Ar) n, for n = l-2 1. The results presented in Fig. 1 all correspond to what they labeled as isomer %A," the lowestenergy monolayer or maximally solvated structure for that cluster size. In this section we consider the differences among the predicted spectra for selected isomers associated with four different cluster sizes, and examine the changes in those spectra as increases in the effective temperature lead to cluster melting. The labels, relative energies, and average (0 K) frequency shifts of the isomers considered here are summarized in Table I. 1. Melting and isomerization of SF&Ar), and SF,+Ar)# For the ground-state isomer 7A of SF,-(Ar),, Fig. 2 presents simulated spectra associated with a range of temperatures, while the associated average values of SAreAr, -L-SF6 7 and ( Av3) are summarized in Table II . As the effective temperature increases, the broader ranges of accessible configurations yield increased heterogeneous broadening of the spectra. Moreover, all else being equal the spectra will be displaced to slightly smaller frequency shifts, since the increased amplitude of vibrational motion means that the perturbing atoms will spend a larger fraction of their time relatively farther from the SF,. This is confirmed both by Fig. 2 and by the ( A'v3) values shown in Table II. For this 7A species, SAr-sr, values remain small at all of the temperatures considered, but the values of SAreAr undergo an abrupt increase between 16 and 21 K. Within our interpretation of the Lindemann criterion,'4*'5 this signifies the onset of two-dimensional melting of the Ar atoms within a monolayer wrapped around the SF,. However, Fig. 2 shows that while there is some increase in the degree of heterogeneous broadening, there is no real change in the character of the spectrum over this temperature range; it remains a doublet with its doubly intense (perpendicular) component having the larger red shift. Thus melting alone need not give rise to a complete loss of structure in the perturbed vibrational spectrum of a chromophore in a cluster.
For SF,-(Ar),, Chartrand et al.** identified seven important low-energy isomers. The ground-state structure (their 9A) and an isomer differing from it in energy by only 0.026 (where E = 12.342 meV is the Ar-Ar pair potential well depth) are monolayer forms, while the others have one, two, or three of the Ar atoms stacked in a second solvation shell. While most of their stacked structures have energies R 0.46 higher than that of the ground-state species, one of those with three second-layer atoms stacked on a six-atom pentagonal-pyramid underlayer (their structure 9F) has an energy only 0.01~ above that for the ground state. The present section will compare the spectra of representative n = 9 isomers with zero, one, two, or three atoms in the second solvation shell. In particular, for Chartrand's*' isomers 9A, 9D, 9E, and 9F, Fig. 3 shows the equilibrium structure and the simulated spectra for effective temperatures ranging between 2 and 20 K, while Table II lists the associated values of SAreAr, SAr-sr, , and the average frequen--cy shift ( Av3). In these figures, the stacked atoms are identified by hatching while the SF, substrate molecule (visible only for isomer 9E) is shaded grey.
The very small SAreAr and SAr-sr, values seen in Table II clearly indicate that for T<6 K, all of these species are solidlike. However, Fig. 3 shows that their spectra are remarkably different from one another. The low-temperature spectra of the stacked structures may be readily explained in terms of those associated with the "maximally solvated" clusters considered in Fig. 1 . In particular, isomer 9D (upper right quandrant ) may be described as consisting of a first solvation layer of Ar atoms arranged as in the ground-state (8A) isomer for n = 8 (see Fig. 1 ), with one additional atom stacked in a second layer. Since the strength of the perturbation of the SF, vibration by a neighboring solvent atoms dies off roughly as R -6, where R is the distance to the center of the SF,, l3 the second-layer atom will have a relatively small effect on the resulting spectrum. As a result, the 6 K spectrum for isomer 9D is essentially identical to that seen in Fig.  1 for the ground state of SF,-( Ar),, the only real difference being a small net shift to the red caused by the added (albeit distant) perturber atom. Similarly, our 6 K spectra for isomers 9E and 9F, respectively, are slightly red-shifted versions of those for the ground-state isomers for n = 7 and 6 seen in Fig. 1 . For these solidlike clusters, therefore, the splitting patterns of the perturbed y3 band are determined by the arrangement of the solvent atoms in contact with the chromophore, and the addition of stacked atoms in subsequent solvation layers merely causes a small overall displacement to larger frequency shifts. This conclusion also applies 9A T=2 K -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 to the larger clusters discussed below.
-.-As was the case for SF& Ar) ,, increasing the effective A temperature increases the heterogeneous broadening of the 'i spectra for all four n = 9 isomers, and all else being equal E -0.5 this displaces the peaks to slightly smaller frequency shifts 2.
(i.e., to the right). These trends are clearly evident between R the two lower temperatures for each case considered in Fig.   2 x -1.0 3, and the associated values of SAreAr and S,, (see Table  II ) clearly confirm that the clusters remain solidlike at these temperatures. However, at the highest temperature considered for each isomer the spectra all undergo dramatic with the lower-temperature runs being replaced (at least 52 partly) by a single peak centered near -3.0 cm -i . Table II   2 shows that the S,, values associated with these cases are all significantly greater than 0.1, which suggests (according 2 -1.0 to the Lindemann criterion) that they all describe liquidlike clusters. Thus, in contrast with the case for isomer 7A of SF&Ar), (see Fig. 2 ), melting of these four n = 9 cluster -F -2.5
isomers is accompanied by substantial changes in the simu-E 2-lated spectra.
Although the trends described above and certain features of the resulting high-temperature spectra are qualitatively similar for all four n = 9 isomers, there are clearly substantial differences both in their shapes and in the associated melting temperatures. In particular, the SAreAr values show that isomers 9A and 9D both melt by T = 10 K, while 9E and 9F remain solidlike at 10 K and do not melt until their effective temperatures approach 15 and 20 K, respectively. With respect to the spectra, we note that if one allows for the increased heterogeneous broadening and smaller overall red shift generally associated with increases in T, the highest-temperature spectra shown for isomers 9D and 9F are essentially equivalent to one another, and they both have for the 15 K simulation run associated with isomer 9E, time dependence of the maximum splitting of the band components &Av,,r). In all cases, the labels on various time intervals identify the characteristic structure of the system for that period.
age red shifts ( Av,) for 9D and 9F ongoing to the highest temperature considered are in the opposite direction to that expected. The reason for this is the fact that on melting both stacked structures collapse to a common type of liquidlike monolayer. However, the additional structure seen in the 10 K spectrum shown for isomer 9A and the 15 K spectrum for 9E require further explanation. Fig. 4 shows that the time evolution of the d@rence between the positions of the band components with the largest and smallest frequency shifts, While the 10 K spectra for isomers 9A and 9D are both -centered on the same average frequency shift of ( Av,) -3.15 cm -' , the one for isomer 9A also has two shouldirs with areas much smaller than that of the central peak. Since the ~a band splits to yield three equally weighted components, this spectral pattern must be a sum of two (or more) underlying band structures. To examine this question further, we reviewed the time evolution of the predicted spectrum during the simulation which yielded the 10 K spectrum shown for isomer 9A. As in previous work, I4 one property monitored during the run was the average of the three components of the shifted band frequency -Av, (t) ,31p32 It is plotted as a function of time in the lowest segment of Fig. 4 , and it clearly gives no indication of any unusual behavior. However, for this same simulation, the middle segment of &Av,,t)
provides a clear indication of recurring structural changes during this simulation.32 What is occurring here is clarified by a review of the properties of one of the other isomers of SF,-( Ar),, and is illustrated by the structures superimposed on Fig. 4 . In particular, the second monolayer isomer found by Chartrand et aI.** (their 9B, see Fig. 4 ) has an energy only 0.026 above that for the ground state, and the three components of its predicted spectrum lie very close together, merging into a single peak at all temperatures significantly above 0 K. Since isomers 9A and 9B have the same number of perturber atoms located essentially the same average distance from the SF,, -the average frequency shift Av, ( t) should change very little upon isomerization between them. However, the marked difference between the fully resolved triplet associated with 9A (SW Figs. 1 and 3 ) and the single narrow peak associated with 9B means that a plot of S(Av,,t) versus time will provide clear signals of such transformations. Thus the plot in the middle segment of Fig. 4 shows that at 10 K, a nine-atom Ar monolayer typically undergoes repeated isomerizations between these two types of structures. This explanation was confirmed by an examination of the cluster structures at various times during the simulation, and is the basis for the "9A" and "9B" labeling of various time intervals in the two lower segments of Fig. 4 .
For the 10 K simulation associated with the uppermost (T = 10 K) segment of the isomer 9D quadrant of Fig. 3 (upper right), a plot of S( Av,,t) vs time showed the same type of isomerization behavior seen in the middle segment of Fig. 4 . However, sensitivity to different initial conditions makes the fraction of that particular run associated with the 9A-type structures somewhat smaller, so the shoulders in its 10 K spectrum are not as well resolved. Thus the differences between the 10 K spectra nominally associated with isomers 9A and 9D merely reflects the fact that neither simulation was run sufficiently long to ensure full equilibration.
A very intriguing additional observation associated with the middle segment of Fig. 4 is the fact that within a segment of the trajectory associated with a single one of these structures, the system undergoes no rearrangements, and hence may be thought of as being locally solidlike. This is confirmed on applying the Lindemann criterion to values of SArWAr calculated for various subintervals of this trajectory; for those associated with isomer 9A, SArTAr ~0.038, while for those associated with isomer 9B it was ca. 0.065. In other words, on a "molecular" time scale of thousands of vibrational periods, the cluster acts like a solid of type 9A or 9B, although on a macroscopic or thermodynamic time scale, as approximated by the whole simulation run, the system isomerizes between these forms sufficiently freely that it appears overall to behave like a liquid. For isomers 9A and 9D, therefore, the "liquidlike" SArmAr values associated with the complete T = 10 K simulation runs (see Table II ) reflects the fact that isomerization between the solidlike 9A and 9B forms occurs frequently on a time scale of tens of ns (1 ns = low9 s).
At first glance, the results for isomer 9E at 15 K may appear to support the conclusion reached for species 7A, that the nonsymmetric character of a spectrum may be unchanged by melting. However, the relative size of the least shifted peak and the plot of S(Av,,t) vs time during that simulation, shown in the uppermost segment of Fig. 4 , tell a very different story. In particular, the latter indicates that for the first portion of the run the cluster retains the solidlike two-stacked-atom structure associated with the lower-temperature 9E spectra seen in Fig. 3 (lower right quadrant) . Then, approximately halfway through the run, the two second-layer atoms drop into the first solvation shell, and the system takes on the recurring 9Att9B isomerization behavior found at 10 K for isomers 9A and 9D, but with much shorter residence times between isomerizations. Thus in the 15 K spectrum associated with isomer 9E, the small-shift peak is simply a residual memory of the lower-temperature doublet structure, and arises as an accidental transient associated with the initial conditions for that particular simulation. In contrast, in the run that yielded the 20 K spectrum associated with isomer 9F (lower left quadrant of Fig. 3) , the three stacked atoms dropped into the first solvation shell during the initial equilibration period, and oscillations between large (ca. 1.1 cm-i ) and small (ca. 0.3 cm-' ) values of S( Av,,t) occur on a time scale of tens of ps ( 1 ps = 10 -" s). Thus the true long-time-average spectrum associated with isomer 9E at 15 K should have a shape intermediate between those of the highest-temperature spectra shown for isomers 9D and 9F. The additional structure seen for it in Fig. 3 is then simply a manifestation of the finite length of that molecular dynamics run.
In concluding this discussion, it is important to remember that the simple symmetric Gaussian-like spectrum attained on melting the isomers of SF& Ar), is not the "natural" spectral shape for liquidlike clusters. Rather, it reflects the fact that the characteristic spectrum of isomer 9B is a single relatively narrow peak, and that the resulting simulated spectrum is an appropriate heterogeneous average of it with the broadened triplet structure associated with isomer 9A. Thus, in agreement with the findings for SF& Ar),, we conclude that the pattern of the perturbed vibrational spectrum associated with liquidlike (or solidlike) species reflect the arrangement of the perturber atoms in immediate contact with the chromophore, and there is no apriorireason for expecting it to be a single symmetric peak, or otherwise. On the other hand, distinct changes in the spectrum are to be expected when melting is accompanied by a change in the number or arrangements of the atoms in contact with the chromophore.
Solvated versus stacked isomers of SFdAr),@ and SFB'(Ar)20
The remainder of the present discussion considers the spectral properties of representatives of the two main types of isomer structures found for the larger SF6-( Ar) n clusters. The first is the monolayer, or "wetting," or maximally solvated form, in which the SF, is covered as completely as possible by the available solvent atoms, and the second is one of the important types of stacked or "nonwetting" structures. For the two cluster sizes considered here, n = 16 and 20, the monolayer forms (isomers 16A and 20A) are the ground-state structures, and have much lower solvent melting temperatures than do the stacked structures (isomers 16G and 20G) . For these cluster sizes, simulated spectra associated with isomers A and G at temperatures ranging from 2 to 30 K are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, together with representative views of the corresponding equilibrium structures.22 In both cases, the monolayer (isomers A) spectra are drawn as solid curves and those for the stacked or "nonwetting" structures (isomers G) as dashed curves. The average frequency shifts and the SArmAr and SArFSF, values for these runs are given in Table III. As expected, the monolayer isomers for both cluster sizes have much larger average frequency shifts than do the stacked structures, because of the larger numbers of solvent ' n m ' i T=30 K ';; .zg 3 T=lo K ' 'r\ ' x I, -6 .5 -5.5 -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5
Av3 (cm-') FIG. 5. For the ground-state monolayer (solid curves and structure 16A) and "tower"-type stacked isomer (dashed curves and structure 16G) of SF,-(Ar) ,6, spectra generated from 15 ns molecular dynamics simulations at total energies associated (via Eq. ( 1) ] with the indicated effective temperatures.
atoms situated close to the SF,. The stacked structure for n = 16 consists of a six-atom pentagonal-pyramid "cap" in contact with the SF,, with a second (staggered) six-atom cap on top of it and four additional atoms on top of the latter. Similarly, the stacked n = 20 isomer 20G may be described as having an eight-atom first layer of the form seen for the n = 8 cluster in Fig. 1 , with two staggered six-atom pentagonal pyramid caps packed on top of it. As suggested by the discussion of the n = 9 isomers in the preceding section, the simulated low-temperature spectra for these stacked species are simply slightly red-shifted versions of those for the ground-state n = 6 and 8 clusters shown in Fig. 1 . At the lowest temperature considered for each case, all isomers have very small SArPAr and SAresF6 values, and hence are unambiguously solidlike. However, although the three other species remain solidlike until at least T> 10 K, the S,-,, values for the monolayer isomer 20A abruptly grows larger than 0.2 by T = 6 K, which indicates that it melts well below that point. The heterogeneous broadening that accompanies the increase in the effective temperature from 2 to 6 K suffices to wash out the doublet splitting resolved at 2 K. For higher temperatures, this peak gradually broadens and shifts further to the red, but seems to undergo no significant change of character as SAreSF, passes through the Lindemann criterion value at around T = 30 K.
For the n = 16 monolayer species 16A, the SAreAr values in Table III show that two-dimensional melting occurs be- tween 10 and 18 K, while full three-dimensional melting does not occur until T> 30 K. However, the spectrum for the liquidlike 16A cluster at 18 K retains the characteristic asymmetry associated with its solidlike form at lower temperatures. This shows once again that melting need not lead to a featureless symmetric spectrum. The disappearance of this asymmetry by T = 30 K reflects the fact that in the large amplitude motion accessed at this temperature, the "vacancy" in the covering of the SF, by the Ar atoms seen in the 16A structure in Figs. 1 or 5 no longer maintains a consistent size or shape. We also note that while both the MA and 2OA spectra broaden with increasing T, the tail at the largest (negative) frequency shifts shows no tendency to move farther to the red. This is to be expected, since larger shifts could only be moving some perturber atoms even closer to the SF, than they are normally found in their low-temperature forms. For the two stacked isomers, 16G and 20G, melting which allows motion of the Ar atoms relative to each other also allows motion of the Ar atoms relative to the SF,, so the distinction between 6Ar..Ar and SAreSF, loses its significance. For these species, the 6Ar-Ar and SArSF6 values in Table III show that melting does not occur until the effective temperature attain values between 20 and 30 K, substantially above the melting points of the corresponding monolayer forms.
In spite of heterogeneous broadening, the doublet splittings in the spectra of the solidlike stacked species remain clearly resolved for T( 18 K. However, the irregular shape of the 16G spectrum for 30 K (dashed curve in the uppermost segment of Fig. 5 ) indicates that its melting is accompanied by a collapse of the "tower" structure to yield full solvation of the SF,. This observation is confirmed by the behavior of v, (t) and an examination of the structures attained during the run. In the 30 K spectrum associated with isomer 20G, on the other hand, the absence of any spectral intensity at shifts near -6 cm -' indicates that rapid collapse toward a monolayer form did not occur in that run. This is confirmed by the time evolution of the structures and average frequency shifts in the 30 K simulation for isomer 20G, shown in Fig. 7 . There we see that the two Ar atoms external to the basic tower structure (and shown as hatched in the figure), which were initially (see Fig. 6 ) in contact with the SF,, are moving around on the exterior of an 18-Ar-atom tower which itself takes on an increasingly irregular form as the simulation proceeds. The gradual progression toward larger frequency shifts again indicates a tendency toward full solvation. These results are therefore consistent with the PereaAmarl assertion that at high temperatures, a liquidlike Ar cluster will tend to spontaneously solvate an SF, molecule initially attached to its exterior. However, at temperatures where the basic Ar-atom cluster is solidlike, it seems clear that a surface-site chromophore will remain on the outside of the cluster. Thus the persistent "surface peaks" seen in the experimental spectra of Refs. 5 and 6 may be interpreted as showing that the effective cluster temperature is below its melting point.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results presented herein clearly show that the perturbed infrared spectrum of a vibrationally degenerate chromophore can be a remarkably sensitive tool for determining the number, arrangement, and dynamical state of the solvent particles surrounding it in a cluster. As shown in earlier -. work 12-15~'7 the average frequency shift Av, increases systemaiically with the number of solvent particles immediately adjacent to the chromophore, and can readily differentiate between fully solvated and nonwetting isomers for a given cluster size. This is illustrated here by the substantial differ--ences between the averaged frequency shifts ( Av~) for the stacked and monolayer isomers (see Tables II and III) . However, the splitting associated with lifting of the vibrational degeneracy provides even more distinctive "fingerprints" for characterizing the local arrangement of the nearest-neighbor perturbers (see Fig. 1 ). The results shown in Fig. 4 demonstrate that it may also clearly distinguish between isomers which are similar in energy and average frequency shift, and differ only in the way the perturbers are arranged about the chromophore.
Of course, the present results also confirm that some details of the spectra are lost when increases in the effective temperature lead to cluster melting. However, this loss may itself contain information, especially for cases such as isomers 9D, 9E, and 9F, for which melting is accompanied by a substantial change in structure (see Fig. 3 ). Moreover, the results for both n = 7 and 9 show that melting alone need not give rise to a loss of spectral asymmetry and structure, but that this may occur if melting is accompanied by a change in the number and/or arrangement of the atoms in immediate contact with the chromophore.
It is clear from the present work that the most distinctive spectra will be those for solidlike clusters. However, this 6~ no means restricts the validity of the above conclusions to the very low temperatures associated with the solidlike clusters considered here. This is because the melting temperatures for large clusters, such as those considered in recent experimental work,'*'j are much higher than those associated with two-dimensional surface melting, which is the lowest-temperature transition of the small monolayer clusters considered here.'4*30 The results summarized in Table III and Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the fact that this two-dimensional melting occurs at much lower temperatures (here, < 10 K) than does melting of either stacked isomers containing the same numbers of solvent particles (here, > 20 K ), or equivalent pure solvent clusters19r2 ' ( >, 30 K) . Moreover, the melting temperatures of very large clusters must eventually approach the value for the bulk solvent (ca. 80 K for Ar). Thus, at the temperatures of ca. 30 K typically associated with Ar-solvent clusters formed in molecular beams, very large clusters will usually be solidlike, so the spectroscopic discrimination promised by Figs. 1,3 ,5, and 6 should prove very useful.
The above conclusions also imply that the detailed splittings seen in Fig. 1 should be of direct use in identifying the chromophore sites giving rise to the "surface peaks" identified in the spectra of Refs. 5 and 6. This is affirmed by the similarities between the simulated low-temperature spectra of the stacked isomers for n = 9,16, and 20, and those seen in Fig. 1 for the n = 6-8 monolayer clusters with the same arrangements of first-layer atoms. The nature of such spectra may also help provide more precise measures of effective cluster temperature than have been available heretofore. These questions will be addressed further in future work.
son with simulations such as those reported herein. A combination of such measurements with the kind of simulations presented here should provide an unparalleled tool for probing the melting behavior of such systems.
While the main focus of this paper is on the spectroscopic properties of the clusters of interest, the results presented provide a new perspective on the nature of melting in such systems. In general, one intuitively associates "melting" with a transition from a rigidly ordered, though perhaps vibrationally distorting structure, to a form in which the particles rearrange continuously on the time scale associated with vibrational motion. This has been found to be the situation for most of the SF,--(Rg), clusters considered to date.30 However, the upper segments of Fig. 4 reveals another kind of melting behavior. In particular, although the long-timeaverage value of SAr..Ar identifies these clusters as being liquidlike, for T = 10 K they actually spend almost all of their time behaving as a solid in one of the two forms, 9A or 9B. However, they isomerize between these forms at (irregular) intervals of hundreds or thousands of ps, and it is this isomerization that gives rise to the large overall values of 6Ar-Ar. Thus theapparent "liquidlike" behavior implied by the overall SAr-Ar values reflects the fact that two different types of long-lived solidlike structures are sampled by the "measurement" (i.e., by the complete simulation run). The uppermost segment of Fig. 4 shows that at 15 K the same type of isomerization is present and occurs much more frequently, while at 20 K the residence times between isomerizations begin to approach the vibrational periods associated with vibrations of the solidlike forms. Thus, the meaning of "melting" in this system is very directly linked to the time scale of the measurement.
An interest in understanding the melting behavior of "finite" systems is, of course, one of the underlying motivations for the present work. The results reported herein show that infrared spectroscopy of vibrationally degenerate bands should be a very incisive tool for probing such transitions. To maximize its potential, it would be necessary to study one cluster size at a time. Unfortunately, cluster size selection was not possible in the existing experimental studies of the SF,(rare gas), clusters, and the reported spectra are associated with broad distributions of cluster sizes."' However, intriguing possibilities are suggested by the recent successful application of threshold-photoelectron-photoion-coincidence (TPEPICO) techniques to neat rare gas clusters.33*34 If this type of approach for monitoring the population of a single cluster size in a beam could be combined with the relatively "portable" infrared photodepletion technique developed by Gough and Stoles and co-workers,'@' it should be possible to obtain single-cluster-size spectra for compari-
